
 

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE 
Would you like to help support the long-term sustainability of a mission driven non-profit organization 

by managing and overseeing its finances, all while getting to eat delicious and nutritious food every day? 

We offer that, 15 days of paid time off, and more! 

Liberty’s Kitchen has been supporting New Orleans youth for 9 years by providing pathways for New 

Orleans youth to create and achieve their vision of success through workforce training, leadership 

development, and support of healthy lifestyles. Liberty’s Kitchen has a fast paced environment that has 

been focused on growing its workforce in order to better serve the community through its various 

programs. Our employees are deeply committed to the organization because of our: 

 Meaningful and purposeful mission 

 Family-oriented environment 

 Daily freshly cooked breakfast and lunches that we share as family meals 

The voices of youth must be heard, respected and elevated. 

Ubuntu: I am because we are, and we are because I am. 

Being your best is a daily practice. 

Advocate for equity as we attempt to impact the systems that cause inequity. 

 

We’re looking for rock star finance lovers who get excited about numbers and spreadsheets and that 

identify with our organization’s mission, vision, and values. If this sounds like you and you have 3 to 5 

years of experience managing the finances of an organization and have a bachelor’s degree in 

accounting or a related field, this position may be for you! 



 

If any of the following match your qualifications, you’ll get brownie points! 

 Master’s Degree in Business Administration, accounting, or related field. 

 2 years of accounting experience working in a non-profit organization and/or in the food 

industry 

 2 years of supervisory experience 

 Quick Books & Microsoft Excel Guru 

 Critical thinker that’s attentive to detail 

’

 Reporting the financial performance of Liberty’s Kitchen to the board of directors so that they 
are informed about the organization’s performance.   

 Managing the weekly accounting cycle and monthly close-out schedules in order to maintain 
accurate financial reporting.  

 Forecasting incoming revenue and outgoing expenses and managing cash flow in order to fulfill 
financial obligations. 

 Creating and monitoring the annual budget in collaboration with the leadership team in order to 
meet the organization’s long-term objectives. 

 Collaborating with leadership to set the overall strategic direction of the company and execute 
of change initiatives.  

 Overseeing the day-to-day accounting policies and procedures and the collection and analysis of 
data through the effective management of the financial and data coordinators.  

 

 Competitive Pay 

 Mission-Driven Work 

 Excellent Medical, Vision, and Dental Benefits 

 Delicious Meals EVERY Work Day 

 15 Days PTO + Paid Holidays 

Email your resume and cover letter to careers@libertyskitchen.org, with subject line: Director of Finance 

Application. Please no phone calls.  

mailto:careers@libertyskitchen.org

